The United States should establish an agency to track markets for minerals that are critical components of industrial products, says a panel of the National Academies.
In But Jerry Taylor of the Cato Institute, a pro-free-market thinktank based in Washington DC, says that replicating the EIA -which he brands a "subsidy to the oil industry" -is unnecessary. Prices already provide incentives for companies to pay for and gather mineral data, he says, and the risks of supply shocks are already factored into prices.
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Eric Hand
Panel issues warning over mineral market tremors
The fate of the gay bomb project is unclear, says Ig Nobel impresario Marc Abrahams, who was told by former lab staff that "if research on the gay bomb had proceeded further, it would have immediately been stamped secret, and neither you nor I would have any way of knowing about it. " Fortunately, however, the Ig Nobel selection committee was lucky enough to hear about the idea, as well as others that warranted similar distinction.
The Linguistics Prize, for example, went to researchers from the University of Barcelona in Spain for showing that rats cannot always distinguish between a person speaking Japanese backwards and a person speaking Dutch backwards.
